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Scratch (http://scratch.mit.edu) is a programming language that is like a game, a

serious game through which children can discover some of the basic concepts of

programming. Scratch is a graphical programming language developed by the Lifelong

Kindergarten group of MIT Media Lab.

MODULE 1

DESCRIPTION



Once you have followed this module, you will be able to:

• Go to Scratch 2.0;

• Navigate around Scratch 2.0 using the component elements of the application 

window.

• Use the graphical environment specific to the Scratch application.

• Identify graphical blocks in algorithmic processing.

• Analyze the code of a simple application and the purpose of identifying the categories 

of blocks that appear in the code.

• Formulate a scenario to create an animated game.

• Creatively develop mini projects that target social, cultural and personal aspects.

MODULE 1

LEARNING OUTCOMES



TOPIC 1 Setting-Up

TOPIC 2 Scratch Programming Environment
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Topic 1 covers all the basics before using the Scratch 2.0 programming environment. 

Provides an introduction to what a user needs before, a brief introduction to Scratch 2.0.

The user must know that the Scratch 2.0 programming language runs from the Main 

menu (Raspberry Pi logo) → Programming→ Scratch 2.

Setting-Up (1/3)
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With Scratch programming language, users can create their own interactive stories, 

games and animations. They can share their creations with others around the world. 

Through this language users learn to think creatively, reason rationally and work 

collaboratively.

At the same time, users can improve their programming skills due to the attractive 

and friendly interface of the language.

Users can create programs by combining blocks of code in Scratch 2.0 editor.

Before you run Scratch:

• Connect a keyboard and mouse to the USB ports in front of the RETROSTEM console.

• Connect the console to the Internet, either via WiFi or Ethernet cable.

Setting-Up (2/3)
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To run Scratch 2:
• Double click the desktop icon of Scratch, or

• Go to Main menu (Raspberry Pi logo) →

Programming→ Scratch 2

You are now in a Scratch world.

Setting-Up (3/3)

Figure 1 Running Scratch 2 from Main menu
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This topic covers the programming part of the module's Scratch.

You will learn how to explore the Scratch community.

Once you've tracked this topic, you'll be able to:

• Use the Scratch programming interface with the three panels: Stage (top left),
Sprite List (bottom left), and the Script tab (right), which contains the Blocks
tab and Script area;

• Use the graphical environment specific to the Scratch application

• Identify the graphics blocks correctly for the character movement

• Use Scratch blocks that are organized into eight color-coded categories:
movement, appearance, sound, pen, control, notification, numbers, and
variables.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
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To start Scratch, go to Main menu (Raspberry Pi logo) → Programming→ Scratch 2

This should take you to Scratch’s project editor interface shown in Figure 2.

Scratch Programming Environment (2/31)

Figure 2: The Scratch user interface, where you will build your programs
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The Scratch user interface is the environment of the Scratch program which divides the

screen into several panes: on the left is the stage and sprite list, in the middle the blocks

palette, with the scripts/costumes/sounds editors and on the right is Scripts Area.

The block palette has code fragments (called "blocks") that can be dragged onto

the scripts area to make programs (called projects).

To keep the palette from being too big, it is organized into 10 groups of

blocks: Motion, Looks, Sound, Pen, Data, Events, Control, Sensing, Operators, and More

Blocks (custom-built blocks and extensions), as shown in Figure 2.

Tabs

https://en.scratch-wiki.info/wiki/More_Blocks
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Menu bar 

The menu bar contains two very important menus in Scratch: on the far left is the 

text "Scratch”, next is an image of a sphere or globe, pressing this a drop-down list will 

appear with all of the languages that Scratch is available and next there are those two-

menu options File and Edit, as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Toolbar

2 Scratch Programming Environment(4/31)

Figure 3.1: Scratch’s toolbar-menu bar
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Toolbar
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File menu:

•New - creates a new project from a blank template.

•Load Project - open an existing project.

•Save Project -save the current project.

•Record Project Video-capture and download a video to a project on the computer, can be 

record up to 60 seconds of video

Edit menu:

•Undelete — Undeletes a sprite, costume, sound, or script that was recently deleted.

•Small stage layout — Makes the stage shrink to a smaller size.

•Turbo Mode — Sets the player into Turbo Mode, where the code is executed very quickly.

•Edit block color- can be modified the colors for blocks, as shown in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.2: Scratch’s toolbar -Cursor tools
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Toolbar
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Cursor tools

The cursor tools contain buttons with which you can select tools to perform the following 

actions: duplicate (Using this tool allows copying costumes, sounds, blocks and scripts.), 

delete (Using this tool allows cutting costumes, sounds, blocks and scripts.), Grow(the use 

of this tool leads to growth character size.), Shrink (the use of this tool leads to a 

decrease character size.),block help.

Figure 3.2: Scratch’s toolbar -Cursor tools
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The Stage

The characters move and interact with each other on stage.

The stage is the background of the project, the place where

the animations and games come to life.

The scene is a character with certain special characteristics:

it cannot move, all the characters can be moved to the

scene, but none character cannot be moved behind the

scenes.

The scene has two buttons: Green Flag-allows the project to

run, Stop Sign (Red Bull): Stop the project.

Just as a character can change their appearance by

switching costumes and the scene can change the

appearance. To see and edit scripts, backgrounds and

sounds associated with the scene, click on the icon

corresponding to the scene.

Click the Presentation Mode button to see projects at full-

screen size. To exit Presentation Mode, press the Esc key.

Scratch Programming Environment(7/31)
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Figure 4: The Stage.
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Sprite List

The Sprite List displays thumbnails of all of the sprites in the project. For each sprite, it shows the sprite’s 

name, how many scripts it has, and how many costumes it has. New projects begin with a white Stage and a 

single cat-costumed sprite, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Choose a sprite

from library

Paint new sprite

New sprite from camera

Upload sprite from file

Thumbnail for Cat1

Click the i button to display sprite 

information

New backdrop from camera

Thumbnail for

The Stage

Figure 5.1: The Sprite List for a new project



Figure 5.2: Right-clicking a sprite’s thumbnail shows this handy menu
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Display sprite Information

Create a new replica of the sprite that has the same scripts,

costumes, and sounds.

Delete the sprite from the project.

Save the sprite (along with its costumes,

sounds, and scripts) to a file.

Hide/show the sprite.

When you right-click on the Cat sprite’s thumbnail a pop-up menu appears with the following options as shown in 

Figure 5.2.

The info option is to display sprite information, the duplicate option creates a copy of the sprite and gives the copy a 

different name. 

To remove a sprite from the project you can use delete option, and to save a sprite to a file with extension. sprite2 on 

your computer using the save to local file option. 

(To import a saved sprite into another project, click the Upload sprite from file button shown in Figure 5.2.). The 

hide/show option allows you to change whether a sprite on the Stage is visible or not. 

The Stage has its own set of scripts, images, and sounds. The background image you see on the Stage is called a 

backdrop. 
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Blocks Tab

We use Scratch programming language to create scripts, putting blocks together representing 

commands, control instructions, expressions, etc. color. Blocks in Scratch are divided into 10 categories 

(palettes): Motion, Looks, Sound, Pen, Data, Events, Control, Sensing, Operators, and More Blocks. Blocks 

are color coded to help you find related blocks easily. Blocks in the Data appear only after a variable or a list 

is created. The various components of the Blocks tab are shown in Figure 6.

Current selection (highlighted) The top part of the Blocks tab shows the

ten groups of blocks. Click each category

to see the blocks that exist in that category.

The bottom part shows the available blocks

in the currently selected category.

Figure 6: An enlarged view of the Blocks tab



.

There are three main types of blocks in the Blocks Palette:

Stack Blocks: These blocks have bumps on the bottom and/or notches on the top, such as . You can snap these blocks together

into stacks. Some stack blocks have an input area inside them, where you can type a number (such as 10 in the lock)

or choose an item from a pull-down menu (such as pop in the block). Some stack blocks, such as have a C-

shaped “mouth” where you can insert other stack blocks.

Hats: These blocks have rounded tops, such as . These blocks are placed at the tops of stacks. They wait for an event

to happen, such as a key being pressed, then run the blocks underneath them.

Reporters: These blocks, such as and , are designed to fit in the input area of other blocks.

Reporters come in two shapes, and fit only into “holes” of the same shape. Reporters, with rounded ends (such as report

numbers and fit inside blocks with rounded holes (such as ). Reporters with pointed ends (such as ) report

boolean values (true or false) and fit inside blocks with pointed holes (such as ).

Some reporter blocks have a check box next to them, such as . If you click in the check box, a monitor appears on the stage,

displaying the current value of the reporter. As the value of the reporter changes, the monitor updates automatically. A monitor can

display the value of the reporter in several different formats:

small readout with the name of the reporter

large readout without any name

slider that allows you to manipulate the value of the reporter (available only for variables)

2 Scratch Programming Environment(11/31)



The Scratch blocks are organized into eight color-coded categories: motion, looks, sound, pen, control,  sensing, numbers, and

variables.

motion
Moves sprite forward or backward.

Rotates sprite clockwise.  

Rotates sprite counterclockwise.

Points sprite in the specified direction. (0=up, 90=right,  180=down, -90=left)

Points sprite toward mouse-pointer or another sprite.
Moves sprite to specified x and y position on Stage.

Moves sprite to the location of the mouse-pointer  or another sprite.

Moves sprite smoothly to a specified position over  specified length of time.

Changes sprite’s x-position by specified amount.

Sets sprite’s x-position to specified value.  

Changes sprite’s y-position by specified amount. 

Sets sprite’s y-position to specified value.
Turns sprite in opposite direction when sprite touches  edge of Stage.

Reports sprite’s x-position. (Ranges from -240 to 240)

Reports sprite’s y-position. (Ranges from -180 to 180)

Reports sprite’s direction. (0=up, 90=right, 180=down, -90=left)

2 Scratch Programming Environment(12/31)
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Looks

Changes sprite’s appearance by switching to different costume.

Changes sprite’s costume to next costume in the costume list. (If at end of the 

costume list, jumps back to first costume.)

Reports sprite’s current costume number.

Changes Stage’s appearance by switching to a different background.

Changes Stage’s background to next background in the background list.

Reports Stage’s current background number.

Displays sprite’s speech bubble for specified amount of time.

Displays sprite’s speech bubble. (you can remove speech bubble by running this 

block without any text.)

Displays sprite’s thought bubble for specified amount of time.

Displays sprite’s thought bubble.
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Looks

Changes a visual effect on a sprite by specified amount (Use pull-down menu to 

choose effect.)

Sets a visual effect to a given number. (most visual effects range from 0 to 100.)

Clears all graphic effects for a sprite. 

Changes sprite’s size by specified amount. 

Sets sprite’s size to specified % of original size 

Reports sprite’s size, as % of original size.

Makes sprite appear on the Stage.

Makes sprite disappear from the Stage. (When sprite is hidden, other sprites 

cannot detect it with touching? block.)

Moves sprite in front of all other sprites.

Moves sprite back a specified number of layers, so that it can be hidden behind 

other sprites.
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Starts playing a sound, selected from pull-down menu, and immediately goes on to 

the next block even as sound is still playing.

Plays a sound and waits until the sound is finished playing before continuing with 

next block.

Stops playing all sounds.

Plays a drum sound, selected from pull-down menu, for specified number of beats.

Plays a musical note (higher numbers for higher pitches) for ed number of beats.

Sets the type of instrument that the sprite uses for play note blocks. (Each sprite 

has its own instrument.)

Changes sprite’s sound volume by specified amount.

Sound
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Sets sprite’s sound volume to specified value.

Reports sprite’s sound volume.

Changes sprite’s tempo by specified amount

Sets sprite’s tempo to specified value in beats per minute.

Reports sprite’s tempo in beats per minute.

Sound
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Clears all pen marks and stamps from the Stage.

Puts down sprite’s pen, so it will draw as it moves.

Pulls up sprite’s pen, so it won’t draw as it moves. 

Sets pen’s color, based on choice from color picker.

Changes pen’s color by specified amount.

Sets pen’s color to specified value. (pen-color=0 at red end of rainbow, pen-

color=100 at blue end of rainbow)

Changes pen’s shade by specified amount.

Sets pen’s shade to specified amount. (pen-shade=0 is very dark, pen-shade=100 

is very light)

Changes pen’s thickness.

Sets pen’s thickness.

Stamps sprite’s image onto the Stage.

Pen
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Runs script below when green flag is clicked.

Runs script below when specified key is pressed.

Runs script below when sprite is clicked.

Waits specified number of seconds, then continues with next block.

Runs the blocks inside over and over.

Runs the blocks inside a specified number of times.

Sends a message to all sprites, triggering them to do something, and waits until 

they all finish before continuing with next block.

Sends a message to all sprites, then continues with the next block without waiting 

for the triggered scripts.

Runs script below when it receives specified broadcast message.

Continually checks whether condition is true; whenever it is, runs the blocks inside.

Control
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If condition is true, runs the blocks inside.

If condition is true, runs the blocks inside the if portion; if not, runs the blocks inside 

the else portion.

Waits until condition is true, then runs the blocks below.

Checks to see if condition is true; if so, runs blocks inside and checks condition 

again. If condition is not true, goes on to the blocks that follow.

Stops the script.

Stops all scripts in all sprites.

Control
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Reports the x-position of mouse-pointer.

Reports the y-position of mouse-pointer.

Reports true if mouse button is pressed.

Reports true if specified key is pressed.

Reports true if sprite is touching specified sprite, edge, or mouse-pointer (Selected 

from pull-down menu.)

Reports true if sprite is touching specified color. (Click on color patch, then use 

eyedropper to select color.)

Reports true if first color (within sprite) is touching second color (in background or 

another sprite). (Click on color patch, then use eyedropper to select color.)

Reports distance from the specified sprite or mouse-pointer.

Sets the timer to zero.

Reports the value of the timer in seconds. (The timer is always running.)

Sensing
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Reports a property or variable of another sprite.

Reports the volume (from 1 to 100) of sounds detected by the computer 

microphone.

Reports true if computer microphone detects a sound

volume greater than 31 (on scale of 1 to 100).

Reports the value of specified sensor.

To use this block, you need to have a Scratch Board connected to your computer. 

See http://scratch.mit.edu/scratchboard

Reports true if specified sensor is pressed. To use this block, you need to have a 

Scratch Board connected to your computer. 

See http://scratch.mit.edu/scratchboard

Sensing
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Adds two numbers.

Subtracts second number from first number.

Multiplies two numbers.

Divides first number by second number.

Picks a random integer within the specified range.

Reports true if first number is less than second.

Reports true if two numbers are equal.

Reports true if first number is greater than second.

Reports true if both conditions are true.

Reports true if either condition is true.

Reports true if condition is false; reports false if   condition is true.

Reports result of selected function (abs, sqrt, sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, ln, log, 

e^, 10^) applied to specified number.

Reports remainder from division of first number by 

second number.

Reports closest integer to a number.

Numbers
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Create variables

Delete variables

Changes variable by specified amount

Sets variable to specified number

Reports value of variable

Variables
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Scripts Area
The blocks in the block palette are placed in the script area, being combined into scripts (programs) by simply joining the

blocks in the form of a stack. The script will be executed from top to bottom, if you click on any of the blocks that make up the

stack.

In order to form a correct connection with another block, the operation of pulling the block in the script area is

performed, that area will be highlighted in white and indicate where we can place the block. To move the set of blocks, select,

positioning the slider at the top of the block. To remove a block from the middle of a stack, all the blocks below it will move with

it.

To delete a block, we drag it into the block palette, but there is another way to delete a block and that is to right-click on it

and select Delete from the menu.

Menu bar Cursor 

tools
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Figure 7: Drag blocks into the Scripts Area and snap them together to create scripts.
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Costumes Tab

Individual sprites can have more than one costume.  A costume is a different appearance for the same sprite 

allowing a sprite to be controlled by one or more scripts to appear to change its looks.

The simplest example of this is the default Cat sprite which has two costumes which, when flipped between can 

animate the character giving it the appearance of walking.

Some of the sprites from the sprite library (e.g. the crab, the dance characters) come ready made with more than 

one costume to allow easy animation.  New costumes can come from the sprite library, can be drawn using the Paint 

Editor, can be uploaded from the computer or captured with a webcam. Alternatively, an existing costume can be 

duplicated by right clicking on the costume and choosing Duplicate from the drop-down menu. 

In the script menu there are two blocks for costume control. The two blocks are next costume and switch costume 

to.

The next costume block changes the costume to the next one in the list.  Once the last costume has been selected it 

goes back to the first.  This is useful for animating simple sprites which have a repeating action such as walking.

The switch costume to block allows you to choose a specific costume from the list.
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Costumes Tab

Figure 8: You can organize all the costumes for  a sprite from the Costumes tab.

Use this edit box to change the name of 

the selected costume.

Click on a costume’s thumbnail

to make it the current costume.

Click the x to delete the costume.

The highlighted costume represents 

The sprite’s current costume.
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Sprites can also play sounds, which liven up your programs. The sound editor allows to record the sound and is 

endowed with the basic sound editing functions. Editing operations are copying, pasting, deleting, cropping, and inverting 

for all sounds or a small portion of a sound. 

You can add sounds to sprites from different sources: from the library, sound recording through the microphone or 

you can upload a sound file. The default sound name is meow, but it can be changed.

Figure 9: The Sounds tab allows you to organize the sounds of a sprite.

Sounds Tab
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Backdrops Tab

The backdrop is simply the background. The Stage can change its look to any of its backdrops. The backdrops can be 

uploaded directly from the library, can be edited in Paint Editor, uploaded from the computer, or images can be made using 

the Camera option, show as Figure 10. Sprites will appear above the backdrop.

Figure 10: Backdrop
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Sprite Info

Figure 11: Sprite info area

At the top of the window, you can change the name of the Cat1 sprite to another name.

The x and y values show the current position of the sprite on the scene. Shoot the sprite on the stage and watch what

happens with these numbers.

The sprite direction indicates which direction the sprite will move in response to a block of movement. Drag the blue line

emanating from the center of the circle icon to rotate sprites.

The three rotation buttons are called Rotate, flip left-right, and No Rotate controls how the suit appears as the sprite

changes direction.

The Can drag in player checkbox indicates whether or not the sprite can be dragged (using the mouse) in Presentation

mode. Switch to Presentation mode with this box checked/ unchecked and try to drag the sprite across the Stage to understand

the effect of this checkbox.

The Show checkbox allows you to show/hide the sprite at program design time.
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Paint editor

You can use the Paint Editor (Figure 12.1 and Figure 12.2) to create or edit costumes and backdrops. 

In the Paint Editor there is the option to convert the image from the bitmap into vector mode and vice versa.

Figure 12.1: Scratch’s Paint Editor-Vector Mode
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Paint Editor

When a bitmap image is converted to the vector editor, the entire bitmap image becomes a single unique object in 

the vector editor. It contains its bitmap aspect, but the difference is in resizing the converted bitmap image. The vector 

editor resizes all objects differently from the bitmap editor, often more precisely to the original display.

When converting a vector image to a bitmap, any objects that extend from the canvas will no longer be included; only 

a 480x360 resolution image can be created at most in the bitmap editor. Unlike bitmap to vector, vector graphics lose 

properties that are unique to them. A smooth vector object can become very jagged and pixelated in appearance.

Figure 12.2: Scratch’s Paint Editor-Bitmap Mode



If you followed this resource with your Scratch, you are expected to:

• This chapter provided a high-level overview of Scratch and its programming 

environment. You learned about the various elements of the user interface and even 

created a game! We also explored Scratch’s mathematical operators and functions.

• At this point, you’ve seen the most basic information you need to create some 

powerful scripts in Scratch, but that’s only one step on the road to writing awesome 

programs. 

CONCLUSIONS

MODULE 1
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If you want to go into more details about Scratch 2.0 please consider visiting the

following resources:

EXTRA RESOURCES

MODULE 1

Scratch Guide   https://www.academia.edu/24048844/%C3%8Endrumar_Scratch

Learn to Program with Scratch: https://nostarch.com/learnscratch/

MathematicalFunctions.pdf: https://nostarch.com/learnscratchresources

ScratchReferenceGuide.pdf:http://www.ctp.bilkent.edu.tr/~ctp101/download/ScratchReferenceGuide.pdf

ScratchPaintEditor.pdf: http://nostarch.com/learnscratch/

https://www.academia.edu/24048844/%C3%8Endrumar_Scratch
https://nostarch.com/learnscratch/
https://nostarch.com/learnscratchresources
http://www.ctp.bilkent.edu.tr/~ctp101/download/ScratchReferenceGuide.pdf
http://nostarch.com/learnscratch/


SCRATCH SCRATCH is a programming language that makes it easy to create interactive art, stories, 

simulations, and games – and share those creations online.

Scratch is a programming language developed by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT 

Media Lab, which is provided free of charge. The URL of the Scratch official website 

is http://scratch.mit.edu/.

SCRATCH 2.0 EDITOR -

ONLINE

Scratch 2.0 can run in a browser and is not necessary to be installed on computer. In order to 

use online editor go to the Scratch website and click - Create button, or click Scratch online 

editor

SCRATCH 2.0 EDITOR -

OFFLINE

The Scratch 2.0 offline editor can be install on computer. 

MODULE 1
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http://scratch.mit.edu/
http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tip_bar=getStarted
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